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foot, but he's quick to point out that he is not roping a foot'
Its a subtle clisti.nction that can be hard to see watching from
the other side of the corral. "sometimes it might look like I'm
making it happen. making them stop, but thats not it at a11," he
explains.

This is why Joe insists it's not about the foot or the rope'
"lt's about ailor,ving them to search and work at finding a balance. "l'm not trying to make them do anything' I'm letting
them explore and discover a balancing point, and meanwhile
they're learning how to use different parts of their body Just be
aware that things can change real fast when they're searching,
so you need to be ready to change as well."
Exposing the horse to something he's never experienced
before can also change what we lnean to the horse "You're
changing the horse's perception of you, so the horse can let his
guard down and become more trusting," Joe says'
]oe is ah.vays searching for new experiences he can expose

his horse to. "A rope on the fclot can be another area where r'vhat
I'm doing is new to the horse. Its something that's never been
done to him before. Like if he never had a halter on before, only
this is on a different part of his body. Its teaching him to yield
from another place. Sometimes he has to struggle to figure it
out, but the person has to recognize this try"
Its not the foot; it's the mind he's trying to change' "I watch
what he's thinking; watch the mind shift as he goes right or left,

I

focus on the other 3 feet and rervard
them. Pretty soon it gets to rvhere the rope isn't an i'ssue "
While Joe likes to r,vork from horseback, it isn't necessary
and it might be better for someone less experi.enced to work
from the ground. "Tom lDorrance] would have you 1ay your
loop on the ground and get the horse to step into it that lva1',"
it, the horse
Joe says, adding that no matter how you go about
necessary'
it
isn't
may have to ki.ck some at first to flgure out
he
needed
then
"Don't worry if he kicks off the rope - If he does
gloves'
not
wearing
to do it. Just start over." Joe also suggests
hands
your
i.t
when
You'll be less like1y to make a contest out of
might get burned.
Whether you work frorn horseback or from the ground this
i.s a tool that needs to be used with understanding and caution'

forward or backward.
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- Joe (mounted) is dollied, but moving with the horse
he hos the rope on. "Thot's one of the things people often miss
obout this. The guy on the foot hos to move," he exploins' "l'm
not lrying to stop her with the rope' I'm letting her think obout
it ond find her woy." Jockson Wold, on the leod rope, gives the
more plenty of slock to move into' Photo below shows close-
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the rope. When those three feet stop, he stops.
Pholo 2 - Joe concentrotes on the free feet rother thon the single foott with tl,,Here I'm rewording them for stopping. The more ccn now decide to leon forwcrd into pressure or she con soften ond shifl
her weight bock to get relief ."
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pholo 3 - Jockson keeps pleniy of slock in the leod rope while using it to prevent the more from turning os she leons forword
into the pressure of Joe's rope. Ross Wold woits to expose the more to o soddle pod'
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Photo 4 - "Here she's found o bolonce between our two ropes," Joe exploins. "She's discovered there's o neutrol."
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Photo 5 - "Now thot she's found o soft ploce
between my rope ond Jockson's leod, we're reody
for Ross to expose her to something else," Joe soys.
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Phoio 6 - Ross uses c rope oround the more's girth to prepore her for soddling. "She's moving with slock
bc'h ropes," Joe soys. "Bui if she were to get lost, she would either run into the foot or the leod rope."
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the ropes ond
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